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Chapter 4 

Intervention in Somalia: 
UNITAF and UNOSOM II 

Restore Hope was conducted in that twilight area between peace and war—an 
environment of political anarchy, with no Somali government or normal state 
institutions, and an unprecedented UN chapter VII mandate authorizing peace-
enforcement by all means necessary. 

—Gen Joseph P. Hoar
Commander in Chief, US Central Command 

The roots of the Somali civil war go back to the late 1980s when rival clan
groups united to fight against the regime of President Siad Barre. However,
the civil war did not end with Barre’s defeat in January 1991. Without a
common enemy to focus their attention, the many rival clans began fighting
each other for control of the country which only accelerated the destruction of
Somalia. To make matters worse, Barre’s large inventory of weapons which he
had acquired by playing East against West during the cold war were now
available to the clans.1 

By the early 1990s, international relief agencies such as the United Nations
Children’s Fund (UNICEF) and the International Red Cross were heavily
involved in helping the Somali people. However, continued fighting thwarted
relief efforts. After many months of negotiations, the UN finally managed to
get the warring factions to agree to a cease-fire. In return, the UN agreed to
provide 50 UN observers and 500 UN peacekeepers to aid relief efforts in
Somalia. The United States participated in this relief effort with a
humanitarian airlift which began in August 1992. However, the cease-fire did
not hold, and widespread violence and looting soon made relief operations
impossible. Due largely to interference from one of Mogadishu’s strongest
warlords, Gen Muhammed Aideed, relief efforts had virtually stopped by
November. The US Agency for International Development estimated that as
much as 80 percent of the relief supplies intended for starving people were
being taken by thieves and bandits.2 

As graphic pictures of the starvation and suffering appeared in the media,
the United States came under increasing pressure to do something. Internal
pressure coming from key congressional leaders and key Bush administration
officials, combined with international appeals to America’s traditional moral
leadership, prompted President George Bush to take action. On 21 November
1992, the Deputies Committee of the National Security Council met and 
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recommended military intervention in Somalia. Several days later, President
Bush offered to send American troops to Somalia to provide security for
humanitarian relief efforts.3 

The UN Security Council accepted this offer on 3 December by passing
Resolution 794 which cleared the way for a US-led coalition to intervene in
Somalia. This resolution was unique in several ways. Citing chapter 7 of the UN
Charter, it clearly authorized the use of force to accomplish the mission. It also
specifically authorized the United States, in coordination with the
secretary-general of the United Nations, to “make the necessary arrangements
for the unified command and control of the forces involved.”4 Finally, it called for
a limited US effort “to establish as soon as possible a secure environment for
humanitarian relief operations in Somalia.”5 Based on this limited mandate, the 
United States began Operation Restore Hope. 

Military Intervention in Somalia 

The military intervention in Somalia went through two distinct phases. The
first phase was Operation Restore Hope. Although authorized by a UN
mandate, Restore Hope was controlled and executed by the United States.
The US Central Command (CENTCOM) modified an off-the-shelf plan and
formed Combined Task Force Somalia using the US Marines’ I Marine
Expeditionary Forces (I MEF) Headquarters as its basis. The military
coalition grew rapidly to include the US Army’s 10th Mountain Division and
other troops from 23 different nations. At the request of the United Nations,
the task force was renamed the United Task Force (UNITAF).6 

Based on the United States’ interpretation of UN Resolution 794,
CENTCOM limited the mission to the short-term stabilization of the security
situation in Somalia needed for humanitarian efforts to resume. UNITAF was 
seen as a force to provide immediate relief and give the UN time to organize a
coalition for the long-term rehabilitation of Somalia.7 UNITAF was conducted 
in four phases. During Phase I, Marines deployed to Mogadishu to establish
security and open the port and airfield. Phase II began on 13 December when
the 10th Mountain Division arrived to secure the lines of communication and 
secure relief centers in the interior of Somalia. During Phase III the
operations expanded to provide relief supplies to a wider area in southern
Somalia. By March, UNITAF was ready to turn the operation over to the
United Nations. Phase IV was completed on 4 May 1992, as US forces gave
control of operations in Somalia to UN forces.8 

The UN Security Council passed Resolution 814 on 26 March 1993, creating
UNOSOM II. The mandate of this resolution went well beyond that of Restore
Hope, reflecting a clear preference for using military force to create an
expanded security environment for long-term stability operations in Somalia.
It specifically called for the disarmament of the clans as a necessary condition
for the rehabilitation of the Somali political institutions and economy. It 
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expanded the UN forces in Somalia, kept them directly under UN command,
and specifically authorized them under chapter 7 to use force as necessary to
accomplish this mission.9 

General Aideed, who had a historical mistrust of the United Nations, 
resisted UNOSOM II from the very beginning. As the violence aimed at
coalition forces increased throughout the summer of 1993, UNOSOM II
escalated its own use of force. Following a 5 June ambush that killed 23
Pakistani peacekeepers, the UN Security Council passed Resolution 837,
demanding the “arrest and detention for prosecution, trial and punishment,”
of those responsible for the attack.10 What followed was an attempt to coerce
General Aideed into compliance followed by an all-out manhunt to capture
him. The United Nations blamed him for the 5 June ambush, and on 17 June 
Adm Jonathan Howe, the UN special representative to Somalia, specifically
called for his arrest.11 However, General Aideed successfully avoided all UN
efforts to capture him and won a five-month battle of attrition against UN
forces. 

Following the 3 October raid by US Army Rangers in which 18 Americans
were killed, President Bill Clinton announced that the United States would 
leave Somalia by March 1994. President Clinton also said that US troops
would no longer attempt to disarm Somali clans but would only protect the
UNOSOM II forces and ensure the safe delivery of humanitarian aid.12 This 
signaled a fundamental change in the UN mission as UN troops took a much
less aggressive posture. UNOSOM II not only failed to capture Aideed, it
actually made the security situation in Somalia worse. By November 1993,
Somali clans were once again involved in a raw power struggle.13 Ultimately,
the United States pulled all of its military forces out of Somalia in March
1994, and then came back in March 1995 to secure the withdrawal of the 
remaining UN forces. UNOSOM II was a military failure in light of the
objectives it set out to accomplish. 

Airpower in Somalia 

Airpower played an important supporting role in the peace enforcement
efforts of UNITAF. US forces provided Cobra helicopters and carrier aircraft
which were used throughout the operation to signal coalition resolve during
negotiations, support coalition ground forces, and conduct armed
reconnaissance and security missions to enforce cease-fire agreements.
Though not central to the success of the operation, these aircraft were
nevertheless an important element in the overall success of UNITAF. 

Ambassador Robert B. Oakley met with the two major clan leaders, Aideed
and Ali Mahdi, on 7 and 8 December to pave the way for the Marine landings.
During these meetings, Ambassador Oakley reminded the clan leaders of the
overwhelming firepower that had defeated Iraq in Desert Storm. At the same
time, US F-14 Tomcats were flying low over Mogadishu to announce the 
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arrival of the I MEF and to help Ambassador Oakley make his point.
Evidently the tactic worked, as the two leaders agreed to a cease-fire on 11
December and did not actively resist the arrival of UNITAF forces.14 

In similar fashion, Ambassador Oakley would consult with clan elders prior
to introducing coalition forces into new humanitarian relief sectors. During
these meetings he would usually have Cobra helicopters hovering nearby in
full view of the Somali leaders. The Marines would also provide fighter
aircraft as a show of force, and to provide on-call close air support (CAS) in
the event of violence. Once again, the tactic appeared to work, as coalition
forces generally faced minimal resistance as they expanded their operations.15 

A second major function of airpower was to support ground forces. Marine
and Army attack helicopters provided security and armed reconnaissance for
ground forces during patrols and convoy escort missions. In addition, assault
helicopters allowed ground forces to rapidly deploy to different areas within
their sectors to establish new food distribution points or react to violent
encounters between rival clans. The combined efforts of these military forces
were effective in controlling the violence in Somalia. 

UNITAF demonstrated that it was willing to use force to accomplish its
mission. Coalition forces began enforcing cease-fire arrangements almost
immediately on 12 December, when Cobra helicopters returned hostile fire
and destroyed three armed vehicles.16 In a similar incident, Marine ground
forces, supported by attack helicopters, assaulted one of Aideed’s cantonment
areas on 7 January in response to random sniper fire coming from these
buildings.17 A final incident occurred on 25 January when General Morgan’s
forces, ignoring repeated warnings, brought their technical vehicles out of
their cantonment areas towards the city of Kismayu to challenge a rival
warlord. Cobra helicopters attacked and destroyed all of the technical vehicles
followed by Belgian ground forces who engaged the remaining hostile ground
forces. When it was over, Ambassador Oakley commented that the attack was
necessary to “teach General Morgan a lesson . . . for not respecting the cease
fire.”18 

These are but a few examples of the hundreds of incidents in which
coalition forces used force to discreetly enforce cease-fire agreements and
deter rival clans from resisting coalition relief efforts. According to
Ambassador Oakley, there were almost no weapons on the street by the end of
January. In addition, a great deal of commercial activity had resumed. And,
although low-level skirmishes and clan tensions persisted, there was no major
return to the previous level of violence.19 

UNITAF was clearly a success, and airpower, mainly in the form of attack
helicopters, was an important contributing element in this effort. According to
Army after-action reports, “The impact of the AH-1 (Cobra) attack helicopter
cannot be overstated. The psychological effect of attack helicopters in this low
intensity style conflict established the aircraft’s value—frequently without
firing a shot.”20 The combination of tough diplomacy, well-armed ground
forces, and tactical aviation forces was very effective in enforcing compliance
with cease-fire agreements with minimum use of force. 
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However, when UNOSOM II took control of operations in Somalia on 4 May
1993, General Aideed began to test its resolve. The death of 23 Pakistani
soldiers on 5 June brought a halt to all food distribution in Mogadishu. It also
spurred an immediate and violent reaction from both UN and US leaders,
who blamed Aideed for the attacks. Admiral Howe, the UN special
representative, addressed a stern letter to Aideed warning him to cooperate
and cease his aggressive actions. US helicopters, belonging to the US quick
reaction force, began attacking General Aideed’s arms storage areas in
Mogadishu the next day. Finally, on 7 June, President Clinton ordered
AC-130 gunships to Djibuti to increase the firepower available to the
UNOSOM forces.21 

On 12 June, UNOSOM II began a week-long “pressure” campaign against
Aideed. What followed were five nights of intensive air and ground military
operations in Mogadishu. The attacks normally began with a series of
broadcasts warning civilians to clear the area followed by air strikes using
AC-130 gunships and Cobra helicopters. Ground forces would then complete
the attack by searching the area of the attack, seizing weapons, and capturing
Aideed supporters. On 18 June, President Clinton announced that the
operations against Aideed were over and declared them a success, saying “the
military back of Aideed has been broken.”22 

Although these attacks may have achieved their tactical goals of putting
pressure on Aideed, they fell well short of minimizing his aggression against
UN forces. Aideed’s supporters continued to harass and kill UN soldiers and
incite public demonstrations for the next three months. Surprisingly, the
attacks increased Aideed’s support among the Somali people. He was able to
depict UNOSOM II as another example of foreign domination of the Somali
people and used the international news media to play against US sensitivities
by emphasizing the civilian casualties the attacks caused. Finally, Aideed
gunmen began using women and children as human shields to provoke a
reaction from UN forces, placing them in a no-win situation. If they fired at
the gunmen, they were bound to kill civilians. If not, they risked being killed
themselves. Thus, Aideed countered the firepower of UN forces in unique and
very effective ways to which neither airpower nor ground forces could
adequately respond.23 

While UN efforts outside Mogadishu continued unhindered, relief efforts
within the city fell into disarray. Ground forces became hesitant to leave the
protection of the UN compound and violence continued unabated in the city.
On 17 June Admiral Howe officially called for General Aideed’s arrest, which
began a three-month manhunt to capture him. However, the escalating
violence caused the coalition to split apart as contingents from different
countries began to take orders from their national governments and ignore
orders from UN commanders. Finally, after the 3 October raid, US resolve
collapsed. Aideed won out in the end. UN forces withdrew from Somalia in
March 1995, and Aideed is still a powerful force in Somalia.24 

The Somalia operation highlights both the capabilities and limitations of
airpower in peace enforcement operations conducted in an underdeveloped 
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country. Airpower had a major psychological impact on the actions of the
Somali people during UNITAF. It was very useful in controlling the use of
technical vehicles and in preventing major clan fighting. However, operations
against General Aideed highlight the limits of airpower to coerce a political
leader to give up what he holds dear. An analysis of the factors that
contributed to the success of UNITAF and failure of UNOSOM II provides
unique insights into the proper role of airpower in peace enforcement
operations. 

Nature of the Conflict 

Somalia demonstrated many of the difficulties of using airpower to
intervene in an undeveloped third world country. Somalia had collapsed
under the stress of civil war and had no state government and very little
infrastructure. The political power and fighting within Somalia was divided
among six major clans, each composed of multiple subclans, and finally
sub-subclans.25 The leader of each clan ruled by consensus, and did not have
total control of the actions of the many subclans beneath him. Somalia has
been appropriately described as a system in complete chaos, unable to control
its own actions and destiny.26 Intervention in this type of situation provided
few options for the coercive use of airpower. 

With no central government or infrastructure, there was little that air
forces could hold at risk to influence Somali behavior. The only functioning
systems in Somali society were the clans and subclans who had
systematically destroyed the means they needed to feed their own people. The
primary means of influence in Somali society were food and military force,
both of which were being controlled by clan or subclan leaders. Thus, the
intervention in Somalia required controlling the many military forces of the
clans and delivering food. However, the chaotic state of affairs made even this
difficult. Weapons were everywhere in the country and people openly
displayed them in the streets. Clans also used “technical vehicles” and other
heavy weapons to intimidate and control other clans. No one wore uniforms,
and there was no way to identify friend or foe.27 And, although clan leaders
were easily identifiable, they did not always have complete control of the
actions of their subclans or militia forces.28 Ultimately, for military force to be
effective, it had to extend a coercive influence down to the individual Somali 
warrior. 

The nature of the fighting in Somalia also made it difficult to intervene
with airpower. With at least six different factions fighting, there was no clear
enemy, only starvation, disorder, and anarchy. Thus, UNITAF set up strict
rules for controlling weapons called the “four No’s:” no bandits, no
checkpoints, no technical vehicles, and no visible weapons in the cities.29 By
mutual agreement, most clan leaders moved all their heavy weapons to
cantonment areas and complied with these restrictions.30 However, there was 
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always the possibility of resistance from small and disorganized factions not
under the control of clan leaders. 

In addition, almost every mission conducted in Somalia required operating
in cities and built-up areas.31 Thus, potential hostile forces were mixed with
civilians creating a high potential for collateral damage. Beyond identifying
technical vehicles, which were declared a “threat” by the rules of engagement
(ROE), only individual judgment could separate friend from foe and properly
apply the overarching principles of minimum collateral damage and
minimum force.32 Even when targets were identified, the destructive power of
even the smallest weapons available to most aircraft could prove too much.33 

Airpower is inherently limited in this type of environment. It is nearly
impossible for high-speed fighters or bombers to identify targets or make
proper ROE decisions. Even if targets are properly identified for them,
aircraft may have too much firepower to limit collateral damage in an urban
environment. Peace enforcement operations in urban terrain or against small
bands of fighters who depend on the firepower of the individual for their
strength will require strong ground forces to be effective. However, as
demonstrated in UNITAF, aircraft such as attack helicopters and AC-130
gunships, which can detect individual targets and apply small, lethal doses of
firepower, can be effective support elements to ground forces in these
operations. 

Political Factors and Coalition Warfare 

The intervention in Somalia was a complicated political affair with no
single cause of success or failure. However, analyzing how political factors
and coalition warfare affected the efficacy of airpower in Somalia does provide
some useful insight into the political limits of using airpower in future peace
enforcement operations. UNITAF and UNOSOM II represent two
fundamentally different approaches to peace enforcement and the use of
airpower. UNITAF relied on strong diplomacy, using military force to
complement negotiations and enforce limited security objectives. UNOSOM II
used the military as a stronger coercive force to achieve expanded objectives
which included eliminating one of the belligerents from the political
reconciliation process. In the end, it failed because it overreached the limits of
what military force, and airpower in particular, could accomplish in Somalia. 

There is little doubt that UN Secretary General Boutros-Ghali had
ambitious goals in Somalia. From the very beginning he was in favor of a
strong UN-commanded coalition instead of a US-led force.34 And, when the 
UN Security Council opted for the option proposed by the United States, he
almost immediately began lobbying for the United States to expand the
mission to include disarming Somali factions, collecting weapons, removing
mines, and training a police force.35 While some expansion of the tactical
missions was inevitable in Somalia, CENTCOM resisted all attempts to 
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change the basic mission focus. In the end, US policy makers sided with
CENTCOM and limited the military operations to those tasks required to
achieve near-term security for the delivery of humanitarian relief supplies.36 

As a result of the limited objectives, the coalition maintained a strong
consensus in support of UNITAF. There was widespread public support for
saving Somali children from starvation through limited military intervention.
In addition, Ambassador Oakley was able to convince the Somali factions that
UNITAF was not a threat to their power. Instead, he tried to involve them in
the reconciliation process. He was very careful not to take sides or to favor one
clan over another. 

The United States also played a key role in uniting the coalition. While it was
imperative to make the coalition an international effort, the United States
clearly ran the show. Lieutenant General Johnston, the I MEF commander, had
adequate control of all forces to accomplish the mission due to close liaison
between the host nation, CENTCOM, and the task force in Somalia. Because of 
the limited mission and strong US support, individual nations were willing to
give operational control of their forces to a US commander. And, while each
country maintained its own national command channels, a strong centralized
command structure and a limited mission ensured each national contingent
could fully support the UNITAF mission within their own national priorities and
objectives.37 

There were also clear lines of authority from policy makers to the task
force. Ambassador Oakley was appointed as the president’s special envoy to
Somalia and given the appropriate diplomatic authority to complement
General Johnston’s military authority. Ambassador Oakley and General
Johnston collaborated in a relationship that proved uniquely capable of
blending military force with diplomatic negotiations. Ambassador Oakley
preceded almost every significant military move by negotiating with village
elders or clan leaders using a strategy of dialogue and cooperation combined
with the implicit threat of coercion using military force.38 Oakley and
Johnston, working closely together, were able to maintain a careful balance
between restraint and credibility and secure the cooperation of most clan
leaders with minimum use of force. 

UNOSOM II, on the other hand, chose a greatly expanded mission to
include completely disarming the clans. While many of the clans voluntarily
complied, General Aideed and other leaders actively resisted these efforts.
Aideed had a long-standing distrust of the United Nations and may have felt
threatened by the possibility of losing his weapons, which was his main
source of power. Aideed had never fully complied with the UNITAF-brokered
cease-fire, electing to move his technical vehicles out of Mogadishu rather
than place them in a cantonment area.39 Aideed may have also intentionally
tried to provoke a UN response, knowing it would bolster his power in
Mogadishu, which had been undermined by relief efforts.40 Whatever the 
reason for Aideed’s actions, labeling Aideed an outlaw and trying to capture
him only strengthened his resolve to resist. Aideed considered himself the
rightful ruler of Somalia and was not going to be easily swayed from this 
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goal.41 Thus, the UN actions against Aideed threatened a core interest which
he was willing to defend with great vigor and determination. 

UNOSOM II did not have the political consensus needed to conduct an
expanded peace enforcement mission. Somalia did not represent an important
national interest to any of the nations in the coalition and many of them
viewed it as a strictly humanitarian operation. When the United Nations,
supported by the United States, took an aggressive approach to disarming the
clans, the coalition began to crack. Several countries refused to obey the
orders of the UNOSOM II commanders when the violence escalated. The 
Italians in particular openly defied the UN decision to pursue Aideed. The
Italian government complained that the United Nations was losing sight of
the mission and that the United States had excessive influence over military
operations.42 

Even the United States, which supported the more aggressive action,
refused to commit totally to the operation. US combat forces were kept strictly
under American command and were to be used only as a quick reaction force
to protect UN forces. In this way, their exposure to hostile fire was limited.
Thus, there was not a clear line of authority, and different forces participating
in the operation received guidance from many sources. This command
relationship exemplified the lack of unity within the coalition. There were
four distinct chains of command to translate political guidance into military
action. The first was the UN channel which ran from the UN Secretary
General to General Bir, the UN commander. The second was from the US 
national command through CENTCOM to General Montgomery, the
commander of all US forces and the US quick reaction force. In addition,
when the US Army Rangers came to Mogadishu, they had a separate
command channel which did not include General Montgomery. Finally, many
nations reverted back to national command channels and refused to obey
orders given by the UN commander.43 

As a result, military planners did not always have clear objectives when
conducting military operations. The attacks against General Aideed in June
1993 are a good example. President Clinton first described the attacks as
“essential to send a clear message to the armed gangs” and “to strengthen the
effectiveness and credibility of UN peacekeeping in Somalia and around the
world.”44 A Department of Defense (DOD) official later explained that the
goals of the attack were to create safe conditions in Mogadishu for the
resumption of relief supplies by putting pressure on General Aideed’s forces,
disrupting his command and control, driving his forces from their base of
operation and destroying weapons caches.45 Finally, a staff planner
commented that in his opinion the mission was to get Aideed and some of his
recalcitrant warlords to conform to UN guidance and surrender their heavy 
weapons.46 

It appears there were at least two sets of competing objectives. The political
objective of the United States was to make a statement to Aideed and the
world that the United States and the United Nations were willing to take
strong action when provoked. They hoped to impress Aideed with the 
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potential strength of coalition military forces and weaken his willingness to
resist. At the same time, the president may have used the attacks to answer
his critics who were accusing him of being weak on foreign policy.47 The UN 
military objective, however, was to undermine Aideed’s ability to continue
aggressive actions against UN forces through punishing air and ground
attacks. And even in the beginning, there was the unspoken possibility of
capturing Aideed. 

Another factor which influenced planning and execution of the missions
was the sensitivity to casualties and collateral damage. Aware of the fragility
of political and public support for UNOSOM II, and the media focus on every
attack, planners made every effort to minimize casualties and collateral
damage. Major General Montgomery, the deputy commander of UN forces,
explained that strikes were planned in detail to avoid harming civilians or
starting fires.48 In addition, the political sensitivity of the attacks caused
political leaders to get actively involved at every level. While the UNOSOM II
staff had good intelligence as to the location of many of Aideed’s weapons
caches, targeting and planning was influenced by both CENTCOM and the
White House.49 

A lack of political will and sensitivity to casualties and negative press
meant that air and ground attacks against Aideed ended up being mostly a
show of force. The target selection simply did not make sense if the intent was
to disable Aideed militarily. For example, on 14 July gunships attacked and
destroyed an open yard filled with heavy machinery being used to build sand
barricades around Aideed’s house.50 Similarly, AC-130s attacked an
abandoned cigarette factory on 12 June that had been used as a hideout for
snipers and ambushes. However, at the time of the attack, the building was
most likely empty.51 Finally, the task force put a high priority on destroying
the radio transmitter Aideed was using to broadcast messages to his Somali
supporters. However, only one out of every 25 Somalis owns a radio. Gen
Anthony C. Zinni commented that the only people who actively listen to these
broadcasts were US intelligence sources.52 

The method for conducting the attacks also reflected considerable restraint.
These were always preceded by loudspeaker broadcasts to give anyone near
the buildings time to evacuate. The aircraft that initiated the attacks often
used warning shots to scare people out of the buildings prior to full-scale
attack. Finally, aircraft were sometimes not allowed to use enough force to
have a high chance of destroying the targets.53 

Certainly the attacks were not totally painless. However, the restraint and
sensitivity to casualties were not lost on Aideed. The Somalis by nature are a
nomadic and warlike people. They are not easily impressed by a show of force,
and are not impressed by minimizing casualties. In short, they are not easily
coerced.54 Perhaps the most telling evidence was the reaction of a Somali
interpreter to the attacks. He was not impressed by the attacks and remarked
that the US put no faith or action behind its tough words.55 The attacks did 
not coerce Aideed into compliance with the UN demands. In fact, he may have
seen them as a sign of weakness. 
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It was evident from Aideed’s actions that he was not going to bow to UN
pressure. General Zinni commented that Aideed was well educated, well
organized, and politically astute. He was also ruthless by the very nature of
the society in which he was raised.56 Although constantly kept on the run,
Aideed managed to devise a strategy that played against all the weaknesses
of the coalition. Aideed used the press very well, visiting hospitals and
condemning the killing of civilians. He also told the press he was willing to
talk to the UN, but only after they stopped their attacks. Aideed’s forces
began to use human shields to create incidents that would cause civilian
casualties which he capitalized on to bolster support among the people of
Mogadishu and to further play against public sentiment. 

Finally, Aideed fought a clever battle of attrition against UN forces.
Ambushes and sniper attacks continued throughout the next three months. In
August, Aideed began to specifically target US soldiers. The first US
casualties occurred on 8 August when four US soldiers were killed with a
remote-control land mine. The next week two prominent US senators began to
question the US role in Somalia, publicly stating that it might be time to
leave.57 In addition, Aideed’s supporters found they could shoot down UN
helicopters with hand-held rocket-propelled grenades. The Ranger raid of 3
October was the last incident in this battle of attrition. Although a tactical
success, capturing 19 of Aideed’s top aides, it was a political disaster.
Congressional pressure and public outrage caused the political support for US
participation to collapse. 

Command and Control 

Operational command and control of airpower in Somalia reflected the
nature of the conflict and the political sensitivities. During UNITAF,
command and control was highly decentralized and depended on individual
judgment and flexible ROE to avoid excessive use of force. During UNOSOM
II planning was highly centralized and reflected the acute political
sensitivities to military actions. However, command and control of airpower
was never centralized under one commander. While this was adequate for
Somalia, it created some difficulties, especially in airspace control and
deconfliction. 

Throughout operations in Somalia, commanders had adequate authority to
develop and implement the ROE. The ROE was written by tactical units and
then sent through CENTCOM channels for approval. In addition, CENTCOM
offered the ROE to other participating countries who accepted them with only
minor modifications.58 Because the commander had control of the ROE, he 
could change them to fit the situation. For example, General Johnston
decided, based on the general compliance of the Somalis with the cease-fire
agreement, that commanders would first challenge technical vehicles, using
force only if they did not voluntarily surrender. However, when violence 
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escalated in June, the UN force commander issued an order changing this
interpretation to allow commanders to engage without provocation.59 This is a 
good example of how military commanders maintained a balance between
credibility and restraint by having control of the ROE. 

The nature of the conflict also dictated a decentralized command structure 
for airpower resources. The task force commander did not maintain direct
control of airpower. Rather, tactical units such as the 10th Mountain Division
and I MEF kept command of their aviation units. Because the primary role of
airpower in UNITAF was to support ground forces, this command
relationship made sense. In addition, aviation units used the same basic ROE
as ground forces, but were given specific training on how to implement
them.60 In addition, there were generally adequate forces available to meet all
requirements creating little need for centralized control.61 Thus, the 
command relationship and the ROE fit the conflict environment. 

UNITAF coordinated the efforts of tactical aviation units through two
agencies. The J-3 Air Staff division had the authority to task subordinate
commands to support task force level missions when needed and maintained
central tasking authority over some limited resources such as carrier
aircraft.62 In addition, the Airspace Control Agency (ACA), as a special staff
function, acted as a central clearinghouse for publishing the flight schedule
for fixed-wing aircraft and establishing procedures for airspace control and
deconfliction.63 

Although adequate for the task at hand, this command relationship
generated a lot of confusion. Subordinate units were sometimes unclear about
which agency controlled which functions and often contacted the wrong
agency, slowing the coordination process.64 In addition, the 3rd Marine Air 
Wing found it initially had neither the facilities nor the trained personnel to
operate the ACA.65 Eventually the ACA disbanded, leaving all command and
control functions to the J-3 Air and subordinate units. 

UNOSOM II, on the other hand, used a very centralized command
structure for planning the punitive strikes against General Aideed. Mission
planning was conducted on an ad hoc basis using representatives from the
different subordinate units involved in the mission. However, operational
control of all airpower resources stayed with the individual subordinate
commanders.66 As discussed earlier, the command relationships for the
coalition as a whole were convoluted and confused. They worked at the
operational level only through the superior efforts of senior leaders like
General Montgomery. 

While adequate, the command relationship used in UNOSOM II is not a
model for future peace enforcement operations. Perhaps the biggest weakness
appeared in the area of airspace control. UNOSOM II did not have a
competent central airspace coordination authority, which resulted in the
collapse of all airspace coordination. The Australians controlled the
Mogadishu airport, but all other airspace in Somalia went totally
uncontrolled. This was adequate for much of the operation. However, when
Navy and Marine forces returned to Somalia in March 1994 to help withdraw 
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US forces, they had to reestablish airspace deconfliction procedures to create
a safe flying environment.67 This demonstrates a major disadvantage of using
a totally decentralized command and control network for airpower. 

Summary 

Trying to fight an amorphous enemy in an urban environment is a difficult
task for airpower. However, even in this limited tactical environment,
airpower proved its value. When properly combined with tough diplomacy and
powerful ground forces, aviation units of the Army and Marines provided
valuable support to the UNITAF mission. They were able to help control
heavy weapons through armed reconnaissance and their physical presence
was often enough to deter violence and control crowds even in difficult urban
situations. The 10th Mountain Division described the value of their attack 
helicopters as follows: 

The major impact of attack helicopters in the Somalia AOR was their psychologi
cal effect. This, combined with a judicious use of the weapons system under the
Rules of Engagement (ROE), combined to make the aircraft an enormously valua
ble combat multiplier for the commander. On several occasions, the mere presence
of the attack helicopter served as a deterrent and caused crowds and vehicles to
disperse.68 

No single factor can adequately explain why UNITAF succeeded. However,
the combination of a limited mission, clear lines of command authority, and
strong diplomacy kept the conflict at a level that military forces could control.
Rather than try to disarm the clans, UNITAF chose to allow the Somali
factions to keep their weapons so long as they complied with cease-fire
arrangements and followed simple restrictions on weapons cantonment.69 

Within this limited function, aviation assets proved useful. 
However, UNOSOM II demonstrated the limits of using airpower in peace

enforcement operations. Both the nature of the conflict and several political
factors limited the effectiveness of airpower in coercing Aideed. The coalition
simply did not have the cohesion or will to pursue an aggressive coercive
strategy. Likewise, sensitivities to collateral damage and civilian casualties
forced the UN to pull its punches to avoid a backlash of public opinion.
Finally, UNOSOM II was faced with a clever enemy in one of the worst
possible environments for attempting coercive diplomacy. UNOSOM II
overstepped the bounds of what could be accomplished using military force. 
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